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ABSTRACT
The vertical much spectrum up to 15 TeV obtained with
the underground installation is presented. Recent ex-
perimental data dealing with horizontal and vertical
cosmic ray muon spectra are analyzed and discussed.
I. Results. The 100-ton scintillation detector /I/ has been
used to obtain the final results on cosmic ray muon spect-
rum up to 15 TeV. The spectrum is measured at the depth of
570 m.w.e. _n the salt mine.It has been determined by detec-
ting the energy releases of electromagnetic cascades.
About 70%of cascade energy (for the energy range
0.1 , 6 TeV) are detected by the installation. The electro-
magnetic cascades were obtained after the separation of
nuclear cascades f_om electromagnetic ones by different
number of neutrons in them.
A total of 16235 electromagnetic cascade events was ob-
tained during 13188hours of installation operation. The
range of observed energy releases, _, extends from 0.07
to 4 TeV. It corresponds to the muon energies at the depth.
E_ . f_om 0.26 to 10 TeV and the muon energies at sea le-
vel, E_o , from 0.6 to 15 TeV.
The power index of _ - and K-meson spectrum has been
determined as follows. We used the muon spectrum at sea
level in %be_ form as presented in /2/ with various values
of _,_ . To calculate the muon spectrum at our depth we
have applied the solution of kinetic equation for the muons
passing through the material, the fluctuations be_ug taken
into account/3/.The spectrum of energy releases was obtai-
ned analytically and by Eonte Carlo simulation. For both
cases salt-scintillator transition effect was allowed for.
The cascade curves for the various scintillator thicknesses
were obtained in /4/. Thenonuniformity of light collection
and its fluctuations in the detector were taken into ac-
count in_onte Carlo simulation. The calculations had
shown the energy releases detected to be a little greater
than the energy releases without light collection fluctua-
tions. Analitical and Monte Carlo spectra are of the same
shape, the latter being 15 % higher in absolute intensity.
Taking into account the surface topology, the index of




To compare the experimental data with the calcula-
tions the _ _ -test has been used. The best fit is obtai-
ned for _,K = 2.75 _ 0.08, however _,K : 2.65 for
_o _ I TeV and _,K = 2.85 for E_o > 1TeV don't
contradict our results.
2. Discussion. The cosmic ray muon spectra in energy range
,,, ,
0.3 * 20 TeV were measured in the experiments with magne-
tic spectrometers (DEIS/5/, MUTRON /6/, MARS /7,8/t Kiel
/9,10/, Nottingham 122/), X-ray emulsion chambers /11,12/,
ionization calorimeters /13-16/ and depth-intenslty curve
method /17,18/. The spectral index of muon parents, _,×
obtained with magnetic spectrometer DEIS and MUTRON (hori-
sontal direction of incident muons) is 2.71 * 2.74 for
_o > o.3 Te¥. The depth-lntensity curve gives
_,_ = 2.60 • 2.75, -5_,_ following the X-ray chamber
experiments being 2.75 • 2.85. The data of ionization c&lo-
rimeters/13-15/ agree with cascade spectrum index
l_t__e C- --^_A^v= 2._.Z.3. To explain these results some specu-been proposed: the exist nce of an hypothetic
particle /19/, an anomalous interaction of muons with hea-
vy atoms (A > 100) or with polycrystals /20/. Even the
authors of these works believe the cascade spectrum flat-
ness not to refer to the muon spectrum. Fig. 1 shows the
vertical muon spectra at sea level presented in various pa-
pers. The full points are derived from our energy release
spectrum. The horizontal spectra of MUTRON and DEIS were
reconstructed to the vertical direction using the approxi-
mate formulae from /6/. Use was made of approximate formu-
lae from /2/ with _6_,K= 2.65 for _o < 0.3 TeV and
qf_,K = 2.75 for _o> 0.3 TeV to draw the solid
curve in Pig. 1. One can see the bulk of data for
E_o > 0.3 TeV doesn't contradict _,K = 2.75, the
range of small energies being w_ll described by q_,K = 2.65
The spectrum of muon parents seems to be approximated by
the power law with index varying from 2.65 to 2.75. The
- cause of this variation is difficult to determine unambi-
guously.
The errors of primary spectrum measurements are too
great to compare _,_ with _ F of primary spectrum. To
illustrate, the JACEE collaboration gives _p = 2.81
0.13 for Ep = ( I • IO0)TeV /2_/. The _p _ 2.65 up to
1000 TeV follows from the EAS experiments /23-26/. The
discrepancy between this value and _,_ from muon spect-
rum may be interpreted as the weak violation of scaling
in the fragmentation region.But as there are some experi-
ments giving the _? for E P > I Te¥ more greater
aN .,:_-_,.._,_._5o...... ' ng.t ',,e vertacalmuon',pec_um
.Ic. ..ju 0 • _ - o_.._-_ _ q_A_'_"-_ v -....m L....vs. _ - • --/_ _._. u| _ II_V_le
A-181..v - if1, v.-I_l,J,-I_/, o- !91,. - _ol,[] - I.I, _
sOe_dcuri/o-i_ocaecu_(on w_th _'_,_=2.65 l_r E.o<3OOGev J--_
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than 2.65 /21,27/ as we can not exclude the steepening6f|-6HES.
_primar_ spectrum.
Thus the existence of small steepening of _- and K-
-meson spectra can be explained by either the steepening of
primary spectrum or the scaling violation, or both the
former and the latter.
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